Shaft hole experiments – punched series: samples 7-17

Sample 30 unetched: drilled, air cooled

Micrograph 122: Sample 30, photo taken at corner between shaft-hole and top surface of sample

Micrograph 123: Sample 30, photo taken near top surface of sample
Micrograph 124: Sample 30, photo taken near shaft-hole surface of sample

Micrograph 125: Sample 30, photo taken in interior of sample
Sample 30 etched: drilled, air cooled

Micrograph 126: Sample 30, photo taken at corner between shaft-hole and top surface of sample

Micrograph 127: Sample 30, photo taken near shaft-hole surface of sample
Micrograph 128: Sample 30, photo taken near top surface of sample

Micrograph 129: Sample 30, photo taken in interior of sample